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INTRODUCTION
Military force as an instrument of the
policies of nations is not about to be abolished,
and attempts to base our morality on the dream
that it will be are doomed. • • • Nuclear weapons
have not deterred unjust aggression. • • . Love
of our neighbors obliges us to take an active
part in the preservation of their lives and free-
dom and in the creation of conditions in which
they can work out their own salvation. 1
Thus writes Dr. Alain C. Enthoven, Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense, in his observations and reflections on
moral issues surrounding the complex build-up and maintenance
of our nation's defensive posture. In keeping with the tra-
ditions of our nation, amidst the complexities of modern
weaponry, military chaplains continue to have, as in the past,
significantly important roles in the "preservation" of "lives,"
"freedom," and "conditions" conducive to "salvation.
"
Being an integral part of the Havy Department, the
Navy Chaplain Corps, as every other Bureau or Division within
the Department, seeks funds to help it carry out its assigned
mission. In the present military complex, when astronomical
amounts of money are needed to keep pace with sophisticated
advances in military sciences, the sums requested by and al-
located to the Chaplains Division seem insignificant when
Alain C. Enthoven, "Reason Morality and Defense




blended with the expansive sea of figures that makes up the
greater portion of budget requests. In a very broad sense,
Chaplains' programs are as importantly prepared and "packaged"
as those of any weapons system. They too demand recognition
and identification even though their "cost-effectiveness" is
evaluated in less tangible terms.
To obtain support for such programs, the Havy Chaplain
Corps, following directions and instructions, states in fi-
nancial terms what its projected or expected operations will
be for a given period. The Chaplain Corps is very much con-
cerned about the submission and recognition of its financial
plan — its budget. This is an important and vital adminis-
trative function within the Chaplains Division. Upon it de-
pends the degree of success that will be attained in many of
its programs.
It has been observed that, either because of confi-
dence or indifference, at some levels, an illogical assump-
tion is made that any budget submitted by the Chaplains Di-
vision has better than any even chance of being accepted.
The reason for this may be a history of a relatively stable
budget which is not expected to vary to any great extent.
And consequently, since the chaplains have justified previ-
ous budgets it is assumed that the approval of current and
future estimates is automatic This is both good and bad:
good, and only superficially, because the chance for accept-
ance is enhanced ; bad, because many important reasons for
needed changes can be overlooked. Thus, there is no advantage
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in viewing the Chaplain Corps "budget with a benevolent eye
only. The resulting image oould help to forego a realistic
appraisal of the true picture.
The early history of the Chaplain Corps was entirely
void of any identifiable or systematic budgetary process. It
is only since World War II, and more specifically, during the
past twelve years that the Corps at the Division level made
great strides in the development of its budget. The aim of
this work is to review, evaluate, and note the effects of bud-
geting within the Navy Chaplain Corps at the division level.
Some observations along with a brief comparative study of the
Army and Air Force Chaplain Corps budgets will be included. It
is hoped that this effort will provide a basis for a better
understanding of the Havy Chaplain Corps financial plan in terms
of its significance within the Havy Department, and its rela-
tion to the men and women it serves, who, in Dr. Enthoven 1 *








This year the Chaplain Corps of the United States
Navy will celebrate its one hundredth and eighty-fifth
anniversary. Its history and growth parallel that of the Navy.
However, it was only recently that the Chaplain Corps budget
was identified as a distinct function of the Chaplains Division.
Even with this recognition, the Chaplains 1 budget still remains
only a segment of the total budget for the Bureau of Naval
Personnel.
To fully understand the philosophy, trend, and develop-
ment of the Navy Chaplain Corps budget, one must go back to the
early days of the chaplaincy and trace the thought, concept,
and events that influenced and stimulated the growth of the
Chaplain Corps to its present stature and position in the Navy
Department. The place of chaplains in the Navy, their accept-
ance and recognition gradually brought about a corresponding
awareness of their material needs to carry on an effective
ministry. This thought along with the many obstacles encoun-
tered on the path that led to the present Chaplain Corps bud-





Even though only two vessels were authorized by the
Continental Congress in 1775, in keeping with traditions of
the sea, consideration was given to divine services. Reference
was also made to the chaplain's share of "prize money." The
resolution read:
That the commander in chief have one
twentieth of the said allotted prize money. • .
That the lieutenants of marines, sur-
gecns, carpenters, the masters mates, and
the secretary of the fleet, share together,
and have two twentieth parts and one half
of one twentieth part divided amongst them,
equally of all prizes taken when they are
in company.
In spite of the incongruency of the situation, this in
all probability, was the first allocation of funds for a Wavy
Chaplain's needs. Without a doubt, one hesitates to refer to
this method of financing as an "appropriation" in the same
sense that it is used presently, because its legality, or at
least its propriety, could be questioned. During this oeriod
the chaplain's basic n&j was $20 a month plus four dollars a
week for subsistence, when required to live ashore.
Evidently, the above provisions were not very satis-
factory because history records that a chaplain and other
p




•fice, 1949;, Vol. I, p. 3~
2Drury, op. clt ». Vol. I, p. 5.
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Unltefl Sfoteg lfrY*l Chaplaincy 1789-:
The Act of 1794 authorized one chaplain for each ship
of kk guns and that his pay was to he $40 a month plus tvo
rations a day. 3 This most certainly vas an Improvement over
the lot of a chaplain In the Continental Navy as vas verified
by a Commanding Officer's letter to the Secretary of the Navy
in which he wrote of a chaplain serving aboard his ship "to
acquire a little property" to study law* This reference
could have been made primarily because many ships were still
privateers and the possibility of gaining quick and easy wealth
may have been an incentive. In the instance cited, the motive
was personal, but, in most cases involving chaplains, gains
were also sought to render a more effective and dedicated
service.
One cannot overlook the fact that during this period
Navy Chaplains had numerous duties aboard ship, among which,
the most noted was teaching. In some instances, the chaplain
also qualified as a "purser " and recommendations and requests
were made accordingly. For example, a chaplain's inquiry in-
cluded: "I wish to get a berth as a Purser, Clerk, or Chap-
lain . • • •
3General Regulations of Navy and Marine Corns , p. 233,
quoted in Drurv. on. clt . . Vol. I. p. 8.
h
Naval Records Collection, area 7, quoted in Drury,
on. clt .. Vol. I, p. 10.




On January 25, 1802, President Jefferson outlined the
duties of chaplains which included the instruction of midship-
men* More consideration seemed to be given to requests for
supplies that directly affected the chaplains 1 education pro-
grams, but no commitment was forthcoming with any assurance
of a specified type of financial support. Subsequent requests
by chaplains for books and equipment reached the Secretary of
the Havy. but disbursements of funds were made only for the
school at the Navy Yard in Washington. Later, schools con-
ducted aboard ships were also included.
The war of 1812, increased naval personnel strength but
the number of chaplains remained at 12. Their duty was still
to teach and preach, and, more emphasis seemed to be placed on
the former. After the war, some changes were effected by the
passage of legislation that increased the pay of chaplains and
authorised additional billets for them. J
During this period, because of the penurious policy of
the government, library books for ships were purchased by the
Ibid . . Vol. Ill : 1 of 1807 : 149.
^Alden and Westoott, The United States Kara , p. 47
*
quoted in Lrury, ot>. clt .. Vol. I, p. 23-
8
Naval Records Collection . Vol. VI, 10 : 301, quoted
in Drurv."oo. cit .. Vol. I. p. 24.
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crev at their ovr. expense. Also, during this time, Incidentals
for divine services vere provided by the chaplain. Only In
rare instances were ships 1 funds available for such expenses
as library books. Most of the equipment needed for divine
services vas made by the men. This "inadequate financial sup-
port" brought about the resignation of many chaplains. Congress
attempted to rectify this situation with another modest pay
Q
increase. 7 About this time, civilian churches and various re-
ligious bodies initiated extensive programs for the free dis-
tribution of bibles and religious tracts to ships and shore
stations. 10 This was done at the invitation of the Secretary
of the navy.
For a period of 72 years, from 1842 to 1914, the number
of chaplains permitted by lav vas set at 24. Even though this
period embraced the Civil War and the Spanish American War,
the frugal policy of our government, in this area, continued.
Herman Helville, vho served on board &U. S, naval vessel,
vrites in his book White Jacket , that "the accommodations of
our chapel were very poor. ..." He also refers to the
"liberality vlth vhich seamen contributed to such causes as the
nilbuilding of a seaman's chapel. ... An interesting aside,
during this period, is the fact that vhen the proposition to
%aval Records Collection. Vol. Ill : Jan. 1832| 161,
quoted in Drurv. on. clt .. Vol. I. p. 46.
10
Drury, ot>. cit .. Vol. I, p. 59.
^Drury, on. clt ., Vol. I, p. 71 •
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abolish all chaplains in the military services and the Federal
Government was debated, one of the arguments presented in op-
position to this was, "that the expense of the chaplaincy was
slight. . . .
"
12 This clearly illustrates the thought that
prevailed in Congress when the chaplaincy was considered.
It Is no wonder that in such an unfavorable climate
of indecisive jurisdiction and a vague delineation of respon-
sibilities, chaplains frequently appealed directly to the
Secretary of the Navy. Most of their requests were made for
supplies and equipment. In 1841, a chaplain inquired whether
the Secretary was "empowered to make any allowance to purchase
Sunday School books for the boys on shipboard." Be felt cer-
tain that "if the Secretary could not do this Congress would
grant him the right."^ Another specific request received
about that time by the Secretary of the Navy was for Si$435 to
WW. - «_ «,w— •» — m~. «
be the first time the Havy Department by order of the Secretary
of the Navy provided an organ for a chaplain. ^ Such recogni-
tion of the chaplain and his needs was the beginning of a more
^J« S. Congress, House Reports . 22nd Cong., 1st
Sess., Vol. II, No. 7^3. Rep. 124, quoted in Brury, op. olt .
.
Vol. I, p. 65.
^Naval Records Collection. History Boston Navy Yard,
Vol. II : 312. quoted in Brury. op* cit .. Vol. I, p. 74.
Naval Records Collection. Vol. I 1 33 s 112, quoted
in Drury, op. cit .. Vol. 1* p. 74.
Regulations. Origin. History, and Laws of the United
01. I, p. 82.
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liberal attitude of supplying materials and equipment for di-
vine services and other chaplain activities.
Even the Confederacy made provisions for chaplains.
Article I of Regulations for the ffeyy of the Confederate States
reads "all officers are required to treat the chaplain with re-
spect. . • . and to afford him every proper facility for the
discharge of his sacred duties."
The year 1861 marked the beginning of organised inter-
denominational effort on the part of the people of the United
States to supplement the chaplain's work by supplying copies
of scriptures and tracts for distribution at Bavy Yards and
ships. A ship's chaplain reporting his activities aboard ship
commented about the "good books and tracts abundantly supplied
from home."
However, most chaplain reports, about that time, still
indicated that money for recreation and religious purposes was
raised by subscription. One wrote a letter to an Admiral com-
plaining that the Bureau of Equipment refused to furnish edu-
cation and welfare equipment for his ship even though they
would be gone for two years. Hb also added that he expended
all his money On "a piano, a phonograph and church effects.
"
A committee of chaplains sent the Secretary of the Savy some
recommendations among which was the suggestion to provide
chaplains with an "organ and singing books. " '
1%aval Records Collection. Vol. III! 2 of May 1861*
235, Quoted in Brurv. on. cit.« vol. I, o. 108.




With the beginning of the twentieth century, the Havy
chaplains found a strong supporter in President Theodore
Roosevelt. Later, during the administration of President
Woodrow Wilson they had even a more energetic, highly moti-
vated, and interested friend in the person of the Secretary of
the Kavy, Josephus Daniels, This period saw many needed re-
forms in the Chaplain Corps some of which included? raising
the quota of the number of chaplains to 40j a more selective
appointment and promotion of chaplains; and> the establish-
ment of a Board of Chaplains* 3^ It followed that a more effi-
cient orgaiiiaatioii structure and, correspondingly, better ad-
ministrative practices helped to create a more favorable atti-
tude to chaplains 1 requests for supplies and equipment.
How, mora and more appeals from chaplains were received
by the Bavy Department. They asked for stationary, hymnals,
books, and office equipment as the following illustrate 3
s
At present, the only possible way of pro-
curing such supplies is to beg them or buy
them from our individual purses. A reason-
able allowance for use in preparing sermons
and lectures, for making such official
statements and letters as frequently have to
be made by Chaplains, and for writing letters
home for men and many other purposes too
tedious to enumerate, all these supplies are
daily needed by Chaplains. 9
x Srury, op. cit . » Vol. I, p. 140.
^Haval Records Secretary's Office: 13179* quoted in
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J3rury, op. cit . . Vol. I, p. 140.
^Naval Becords Secretary's Office: 13179* quoted in




In response to this request the Chief of the Bureau
of Navigation recommended that certain supplies he made a-
vailable. Another request was endorsed as foliovs:
Respectfully returned fco the Bureau of
Equipment with authority to furnish
hymnals for use on board ship and at
naval stations, under the appropriation
"Equipment of Vessels."
However, part of the same request, a recommendation
that an appeal for an organ he made to a civilian organization,
was denied* It read "• . • the Department would not like to
establish a precedent by making applications to charitable
organizations, " Even though no direct action was taken in
this instance, the mere manifestation by implication of a spe-
cific "appropriation " for chaplains 1 activities was another
step forward in the realization of an allotted fund for this
purpose. It was about this time that the Iteval Appropriation
Act of 1900 set aside $5000 for the construction of a chapel
?1
at Mare Island, California. Shortly thereafter, money was
M
also appropriated to build a chapel at the Haval Academy.
Buring World War I, the total strength of the Wavy
Chaplain Corps was increased to 199 > the number on active duty
at the signing of the Armistice.^ fbe greatest problem en-
countered by chaplains at shore establishments, during the war,
20Naval Records Secretary's Office J 135^* quoted in
Brury, on. cit .» Vol. I, p. 153.
21£rury, op. clt .. Vol. I, p. 157.
22Brury, on. clt .. Vol. I, p. 159*
2
^Drury, op. cit .. Vol. I, p. I59.
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was the lack of facilities* The government did not build any
chapels during this time. The chaplains had to adapt themselves
to existing accommodations, which included auditoriums, mess
24halls, theaters, etc.
Many unsolicited donations vere received for the morale
and welfare of the men* These included material aids for di-
vine services. This type of support, based on the generosity
and good will of the American people, plus the great concern
that religious bodies had for the spiritual welfare of mem-
bers in the armed forces was one of the deterring factors for
developing any budget requirements for the Chaplain Corps. This
in no way is intended to condemn the patriotic spirit and mag-
nanimity of the people of this country* nevertheless, it did
help to create an atmosphere in which the chaplain was expected
to seek funds from unappropriated sources, or, as it was stated
previously, pay for the items himself* Ho financial plan was
formulated for these expenditures and no appropriations were
considered*
The post World War I period saw a gradual decline in
the number of chaplains on active duty. In 1939 > their num-
25
ber totalled 94* But, during the interval many developments
took place within the Chaplain Corps that influenced the fi-
nancial support of the Corps: the establishment of the Chap-
lains Division with the office of Director or Chief of Chaplains;
2
^Brury, op* cit ., Yol. I, p. 177*
^Drury, op* cit *. Yol. I, p. 204.
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the drawing up of a manual with directives regarding the duties
of chaplains. These two changes gave the Chaplain Corps an i-
dentlty and need for a financial plan to carry out its program.
The past mistakes of governmental policies regarding
the support of chaplains • activitl ^ helped to initiate, during
this period of uneasy peace, an extensive chapel building pro-
gram. The commands concerned vere gradually assuming the re-
sponsibility of providing and seeking more financial aid for
chaplains 1 activities. Even at this time, In consonance with
previous thinking in these matters, some religious denominations
subsidised their chaplains in the military service to help them
perform a more effective ministry. But, it is also Interesting
to note that by 1930 practically all the subsidies were dis-
continued. It would be nice to think that this was a result
of increased financial support through appropriations, but,
the image of the depression casts a shadow over this thought.
In 1940, the build-up of military might and war ten-
sions recognised an urgent need for chaplains and chapels.
Congress passed the first of many appropriations for the erec-
tion of chapels.^ Funds were allocated for the publication
28
of hymnals and purchase of chapel equipment. The Chaplains
Brury, on. cit .. Vol. I, p. 243.
^Drury, on. cit .. Vol. II, p. 5-
28
" Ibid*. P» 3-
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Division, then under the Bureau of navigation, was beginning
to nave a voice in the allocation of soiae of these fund3. 2
But, most of the construction allotments were administered by
the Public Works Department
•
The most significant step toward the identification
of a defined allotment -was emphasised in the Chief of Chap-
lains letter dated June 27, 1941,
You will be interested in knowing that,
for the first time in the history of the
Corps, I have just secured an allotment
of funds which will enable me to purchase
for other chaplains equipment. . .^°
These appropriations did not eliminate the time
honored custom of having chaplains turn to available un-
appropriated sources for support of their programs* Numerous
instances can be cited to verify this*
The movement toward developing a Chaplain Corps fi-
nancial plan received an added impetus when the responsibili-
ty for procuring supplies was assigned to the Chief of Chap-
lains* This, for the first time involved planning and esti-
mating to obtain funds for the procurement of materials,
chapels and equipment.^ Thus was established a separate Pro-
curement and Material Section within the Chaplains Division.32
^Ibid. , p< 7.
3Qibid . . p. 8.





The District and Fleet Chaplains had the duty of distributing
the supplies and submitting requirement8.33
During the early part of World War II, millions of
dollars were spent by the government for ecclesiastical e-
quipoent and chapels. Due to the urgency of the situation
these sums were not budgeted. But, it is important to note
that in 19^2, even a press release was made announcing that
for the first time in the history of the Kavy Department
ecclesiastical equipment was being made available for chap-
lains.
"
In the latter part of the war, even though the end was
not in sight, better control of the federal purse strings was
exercised and consequently the Chaplain Corps was expected to
work out budget estimates. In response to requests, the Ciui
lain Corps received the following appropriations j $30,000 for
fiscal year 19^4; $175*000 for 1945J and, *160,000 for 19^.
Hot all of these appropriations were spent. 35
The most obvious result of this evolution in Chaplain
Corps financing was the evident need for a budget plan. An
associate effect was the introduction of ecclesiastical equi-
-
ment and supplies into the Jfetvy Stock Fund system. The follow-
ing chapter will discuss the development of the budget into
its present state and its place in the over-all Navy budget.
33ibid. . p. 103.





DEVELOPMENT Off THE CHAPLAUT CORPS BUDGET
The vork and efforts of Navy Chaplains in World War
II earned for them a respected place in the Navy Department.
After the var-time block-budgeting, the Chaplain Corps began
to realize the need for its ovn budget. During the period
of reorganisation, after the chaotic conditions created by
mass demobilisation, the Chaplain Corps became knovn as the
Chaplains Activity and it vas to this Activity that a "fixed
budget" vas assigned* This situation prevailed until further
reorganisation and needs created by the Korean action neces-
sitated the development of a financial plan along more real-
istic lines. This plan vas effected during a period of care-
ful study, experimentation, adjustments, and conformity to
more closely alllgn Chaplain Corps budgeting vith the phi-
losophy, method, and policies of the Bsfense Department.
Sarlv Budget
Since the need for a Chaplain Corps budget revolves
about requirements for equipment and supplies to maintain
programs, it is obvious vhy this area became the focal point
for any budget action that took place vithin the Activity.




19^2, submitted requirements to the Bureau of Navigation.
Information and data for these requirements were gathered by
Fleet and District Chaplains. However, in response to the
Material and Procurement Section requests, funds were allot-
ted not because of any previous financial plan, but, on a
need-now basis.
During the war, as the tempo of action Increased and
the Chaplain Corps expanded, the crescendo rose to an over-
whelming effort, and the availability of supplies and trans-
portation became the only governing limits for more requests.
The build-up reached a peak and the need for planning became
obvious. In 19^5* the Navy Department, being aware that suf-
ficient funds had been allotted for chaplains 1 needs, assigned
a "fixed budget B of $25,000 to the Chaplain Corps. This did
not affect the Chaplains 1 programs at that time because of
the availability of a surplus of needed items and a decrease
in personnel strength throughout the Navy. There was no im-
mediate need for additional funds. Thus, in each subsequent
year until the Korean action, a "fixed budget" of $25,000
was assigned to the Chaplain Corps.
Prior to World War II, the Chaplain Corps did not
have any standard stock items. IXtring the build-up period
and the following war years 3ome chaplains 1 equipment became
standardized within the Bureau of Ships along with other items
^ury, op. cit ., Vol. II, p. 98.
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that were made available for use on board ships. This still
did not mean that the chaplains were given a separate budget.
The purchase of such items as portable altars, pulpits, and
organs was made on the basis of requests submitted just as
for ship's spare parts, etc. Th& fund or source charged for
these items was the ship or unit that requested them. Thus,
there wag no need for a direct allotment because the financ-
ing was in no degree centralized as there was no true central
Chaplain Corps budget.
After the war in 19^5 and 19^6, the "fixed budget"
was primarily intended to help the Chaplain Corps obtain
items that could be drawn out without cost to the activity
at which they were to be used. This was the beginning of
delineating various basic ship's items from equipment and
supplies peculiar to chaplains 1 work. However, the procure-
ment of certain basic items still remained the responsibility
of the command.
With limitations placed on the chaplains through the
"fixed budget, " and a growing need for more and more items pe-
culiar to an expanding ministry among naval personnel on board
ships and at stations, the chaplains, once again, had to re-
vert to the accepted and time-proven custom of "cum-shawing,
"
or, acquiring needed items through various means, as they
have been forced to do throughout the history of the Navy.
2«any times the ingenuity and resourcefulness of a chaplain,
in the practice of this art, spelled the difference between
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an outstanding or a moderately successful program. Even
though this method of procurement was accepted and expected
by some, It did seem incompatable with the spirit of religion.
It is unfortunate that the reputation of acquiring needed
supplies and equipment through personal resourcefulness from
unappropriated sources still remains with the Chaplain Corps.
Even more discouraging is the fact that often a chaplain's
work is judged on this basi3.
In 19*19 > the Chaplains Division, within the Bureau of
Haval Personnel, did some planning to take advantage of its
central location and to assist its chaplains by facilitating
the procurement and distribution of supplies. A survey was
made among the chaplains to determine:
1. what funds were expended by them;
2. the sources of these funds — appropriated or
unappropriated.
The result disclosed that for every dollar of appro-
priated funds spent by the unit or command, nine dollars of
unappropriated funds were expended in support of chaplains 1
programs. Of the unappropriated funds, two thirds were re-
ceived from Chapel Funds, consisting mostly of voluntary con-
tributions by personnel et divine services, and one third was
obtained from the Welfare and Recreation Fund, the proceeds
of which came from ships 1 store activities.
The results of the survey indicated the ever present
danger of a continued "scrounging" program unless this prob-
lem was resolved. It was also recognized that the answer
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could be found in a reliable source of funds for Chaplains 1
programs. The most obvious solution lay in a realistic fi-
nancial plan or budget.
At that time the Korean action began and the increase
in men and ship3 brought about an expansion of chaplains
activities. The first budget, as submitted, requested about
$900,000 to take care of the chaplains needs, moving picture
programs* and some -welfare projects. A budget of approxi-
mately $350*000 was approved. Acheiving an identifiable Chap-
lain Corps budget was a big step forward in the history of the
Chaplain Corps. The chaplains could now budget for basic
chaplains' equipment, supplies, and programs. The principle
was established; now it remained for the chaplains to justify
their needs.
The Transition Period
Within the Chaplains Division, the responsibility of
financial planning was assigned to the Jlaterial and Procure-
ment Section. In the days of the "static budget, ?' financial
planning was considered a relatively minor job. However,
with the development of the present budget the responsibility
increased and its first important task was the classification
of expenditures under different groups. Funds were allotted
interview with Chaplain Edward J» iiemphill, Jr.,
United States Navy, March 22, I§63
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according to group classifications and could not be used for
anything else. This resulted in almost no flexibility within
the budget. The second step provided for a system of "func-
tional budgeting" which, though broader in scope, did not al-
low for items that were not going to be used during the budget
year. This created a problem of no lead time in the purchase
of items, and consequently hindered future planning. For
this reason this type of budgeting lacked reality, A third
step was introduced into Chaplain Corps budgeting which per-
mitted planning for two and three year cycles. It was at
this time that Bureau of Naval Personnel management special-
ists began to assist the Chaplains Division in the formula-
tion of the budget to effect better coordination. This helped
to identify budget requirements and provided a more closely
related accounting system,^
The authority to budget carries with it the correspond-
ing responsibility of justification, IXiring the Korean action
this presented no problem to the Chaplains Division, By 1954,
the budget levelled off at about $250,000. However, the suc-
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In the preparation of the Chaplain Corps budget, the
Diggest cut is alvays made at the Bureau level. After it has
"been approved at this level, seldom is any further cut ex-
perienced. However, when the Bureau of Naval Personnel "budget
is cut, ttei the Chaplain Corps, along with the other activi-
ties vithin the Bureau, assumes its share of the reduction.
4Budget File. Chaplains Division, Bureau o£ ffaval
Personnel. Fiscal Years 1956-60 *
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In the area of justification, even though ruled as
unacceptable evidence, the results of the aforementioned
survey vere very impressive.^ They disclosed that almost a
million dollars of unappropriated funds vere spent in sup-
port of chat>la.ins f urograms.
In addition to a resume of chaplains activities, the
budget justification sheets contain such pertinent data as:
estimated expenditures oer chaplain per year; the number of
particiioants in chapel activities and per capita cost; actual
and estimated equipment and supplies; a reminder that dona-
tions by religious organizations are considered in the formu-
7lation of the budget.
Closely tied-in with Chaolain Corps budgeting is the
standardization of chaplains 1 equipment. The placement of
such items in the ftavy Stock Fund system and later making
them available through the Defense Supply Agency creates some
problems. This program is an economy measure. Common-use
Items following the same design and pattern are procured under
identical specifications. Individual service modifications
are allowed as long as the basic design and pattern remain
the same. The Standards Branch of the Bureau of Ships dravs
up the specifications under the supervision of the Chaplains
^Supra. p. 2D.
£
Interview with Chaplain Joseph J. Tubbs, United
States Havy, Karch 23, 1963
' Budget File. Chaplains Division, Bureau of Naval
Personnel. Fiscal Year 1957.
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Division. After being informed of the items needed, the
Bureau of Ships develops specifications and requests contract
bids on them. In moat instances, the specifications have bees
drawn so high, that, the cost is many times that of an equal-
ly satisfactory commercial model purchased on the open market.
Besides the resulting budgetary problems, such procuring is
also of some concern to the Kavy inspectors who pass on these
contracts and items.
Before supply manuals were revised to handle Chaplain
Stock Fund items, Supply Officers, responsible for procurement,
were confused by the requisition procedures and the implemen-
tation of this program. The problem of charging the items to
specific funds added to this misunderstanding. Revisions in
supply manuals helped to resolve this problem. In many in-
stances, inventories become unbalanced. This was caused by a
run on certain iteiasj the time needed to let out contracts
for replacements ranged from six months to a year.
The problem of justifying the Chaplain Corps budget
has been restricted to the Bureau of Naval Personnel level*
In this area assistance at the budget hearings is received
from a Bureau specialist who acquaints the representative
of the Chaplain Corps with pertinent facts and requirements.
Help is also available in the Wavy Comptrollers Office which
has been very cooperative in rendering assistance and in-
formation in these matters. Unlike the chaplains of the
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early Navy, who usually appealed directly to the Secretary of
the Havy, the chaplains of today, at least for the period be-
ing discussed, have not had to go "beyond the Bureau level to
8defend their "budget*
Interview with Chaplain Joseph J, Tubbs, United




The Navy Chaplain Corps bud@at is only a small se
ment of the over-all Bureau of Naval Jtersonnel budget. The
Chaplain Corps financial plan 3 and resulting requests are
part of a large package dominated, even at times overshad-
owed, by those of the entire program. During the past twelve
years the Chaplain Corps had made considerable progress in
having its need3 identified as distinctly belonging to the
type of work that it does. The development of the Chaplains 1
budget, as discussed in the previous chapter, clearly illus-
trates how their aim and desire to have a distinct budget of
their own Is being realized. However, a very important point
that must be considered when studying the efforts to aehelve
this aim Is the fact that the Chaplain Corps Is entirely too
small in numbers - about 95° chaplains, to become a separate
bureau with a comparable place In the organisational structure
of the Navy. This does not preclude that noteworthy recogni-
tion be denied this Corps and its work. It is satisfying to
note that the trend is obviously in a very favorable direction
.
The Chaplains 1 budget is carefully prepared accord-




the Budget and the directives of the Office of the Secretary
of Defense, the Navy Department, and the Bureau of Naval
personnel. Conformity to present legislation Is the objec-
tive. However, In some areas, modification Is expected and
necessary, due to the nature of the logistic system and the
type of supplies and services that are peculiar to the Chap-
lain Corps. These, along with the past Influences discussed
in previous chapters, still manage to generate guidelines by
vhlch the budgeting process is carried out. For example,
definite consideration must be given to denominational needs,
not only in the area of logistics but also In personnel re-
quirements. A careful study and reasonable coordination help
to bring about solutions and untangle many problems vhlch
affect the formulation of the budget.
On a much broader scale, the present Defense Supply
Agency procurement system for all branches of the armed
forces has a definite impact on the Chaplain Corps budget.
The aim of this system, to promote greater economy, is making
great strides in the desired direction. Yet, differences
exist in the type and method of budgeting that is practiced
by the respective services. Changes, toward more uniform
practices, require time, careful thought, and study so that
adaptations could be made vlth a minimum disruption of exist-
ing programs.
Interview with Chaplain Richard A. Cahlll, United





In the organization structure of the Bureau of Naval
Personnel activities for budget formulation, the Chaplains
Division is classified as one of eight subr>rojects, all of
vhieh fall into the general category of velfare and morale.
In turn, these subprojeets fall under the subheading of
Personnel Support. The Major Activity classification is
known as General Expenses, Navy Personnel, a subdivision of
the Navy Department, Operation and Maintenance category.
Table 2 shovs the structure:
TABLE 2
NAVY DEPARTMENT
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE FOR BUDGETIIJ&3
Operation and Maintenance, Navy
General Expenses, Navy Personnel (Major Activity)
Personnel Support (Subheading)
Velfare and Morale (Project)
Chaplain Corps (Subproject)
Seven Other Subprojeets
Interviews vith Chaplain E. Vaughan Lyons. Jr.,
United States Navy, June 28, 1962, September 14, 1962,
April 29, 1963
.
^Statement relating 1962, 1963, and 1964 budget pro-
grams, Department of the Navy, Operation and Maintenance,
Navy, October 1, 1962: 1-27.
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The annual budget estimates, financial plans, and
financial plan reports are developed at the project level.
As needed, these are further divided to provide more detailed
data, A case in point is the Chaplain Corps budget.
The instruction regarding the submission of budget
estimates directs that actual data for the current fiscal
year be included along with the estimates for the budget year
and the year that follows. The total amount requested for
the budget year should not exceed the Congressional estimate
submitted for the same purpose. If this amount is inadequate
then a narrative explanation must be included. The directive
reads "that budget estimates and financial plans must be in-
formative, factual, and realistic. • • sufficient data should
accompany each estimate to provide adequate support of the
„4pro-am or function concerned.
Within the Chaplains Division, th© preparation of the
budget is the responsibility of the Logistics Branch, better
known by its Bureau of feraonnel designation as Pers J13. In
May of each year this office prepares and submits estimates
for two years in advance. For instance, in May I963, the
estimate will be submitted for Fiscal Year 1965. Also, at
this time the budget for the following year, Fiscal Year 1964,
is reviewed again.




Before preparing the budget, each branch and section
of the Chaplains Division is requested to submit an estimate
of what is planned for the next fiscal year. These plans
and estimates are compiled with those submitted by the Fleet
and District Chaplains and presented to the Director of the
Chaplain Corps and the Chief of Chaplains for approval or
for such changes as they may wish to make*
From this raw data an estimate of cost is prepared
for each program and the object class is determined. Among
the different object classes the following may be listed!
1« Printing and publication
2. Rents and utilities
3. Contractual services
4. Supplies and materials
5* Ecclesiastical equipment
6. Movies
7. Religious Education programs
The next step is to place the cost of each program on
a "spread sheet, 13 an accounting sheet form, that readily shows
the budget for a three year period* the current year, the fis-
cal year, and the budget year — for example, fiscal 1963
,
1964, and 1965.
Tne Chaplain Corps operates on what is known as a
3lfixed budget." In other words, it remains approximately the
same each year. If the budget year indicates an increase
over ths fiscal ysar, the increase must be justified in writing.
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After being approved by the Chief of Chaplains, the
budget is then presented to the Comptroller division of the
Bureau of Bsrsonnel, Pars H, for the first level of reviev.
If approved, it is then included in the Bureau of Haval Per-
sonnel budget vh03e Chief must defend it through the various
levels of reviev beginning vith the Secretary of the Kavy,
Department of Defense, Bureau of the Budget, and Congress. If
the proposed budget survives these various levels of reviav,
Congress appropriates the money and the Comptroller of t
Bureau of Naval Personnel receives the funds for distribution
to the various activities.
The head of the Logistics Branch, Pers *T13, of the
Chaplains Division nov has the managerial responsibility for
fiscal matters of the Chief of Chaplains. Be is authorized
to sign procurement documents and to obligate funds as Is
the Chief of Chaplains and the Director of the Chaplains Di-
vision* These funds are 3uballotted to the Fleet and District
Chaplains and a close check is kept on all allotments to in-
sure that they are used for the purpose intended.
The money is allotted on a quarterly basis. HOvever,
in the past, most of the obligations uere made in the first
quarter and in the third quarter. Should the Chaplain Corps
need additional funds before the end of the fiscal year,
unobligated allotments vithin the Bureau may be requested,
if any are available.
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After "being approved by the Chief of Chaplains, tha
budget is then presented to the Comptroller Division of the
Bureau of Itersonnel, Pars H, for the first level of review.
If approved, it is then included in the Bureau of Kaval Per-
sonnel budget whose Chief must defend it through the various
3Is of reviev beginning with the Secretary of the Havy,
Department of Defense, Bureau of the Budget, and Congress. If
the proposed budget survives these various levels of review,
Congress appropriates the money and the Comptroller of the
Bureau of Haval Personnel receives the funds for distribution
to the various activities.
The head of the Logistics Branch, Pers J13> of the
Chaplains Division now has the managerial responsibility for
fiscal matters of the Chief of Chaplains* Be is authorized
to sign procurement documents and to obligate funds as is
the Chief of Chaplains and the Director of the Chaplains Di-
vision* These funds are suballotted to the Fleet and District
Chaplains and a close check is kept on all allotments to in-
sure that they are used for the purpose intended.
The money is allotted on a quarterly basis. However,
in the past, most of the obligations -were made in the first
quarter and in the third quarter. Should the Chaplain Corps
need additional funds before the end of the fiscal year,
unobligated allotiaents within the Bureau may be requested,





The outline in Table 2, illustrated earlier in this
chapter, helps to show the place of the Chaplain Corps bud-
get within the Bureau budget structure. Justification for
the Chaplain Corps budget is made on the grounds that it im-
elements a morale building program. ' The budget report, fur-
ther states that, "the Navy Chaplain Corps and other morale
building programs were operated in fiscal year 1962 and will
118be continued. • « At the 3ame time it would be well to
note that for the fiscal year I962, the total actual cost of
the Bureau of Kaval Personnel Major Activity program amounted
£0 97*302,000* Of this sum $17,060,000 was expended for Per-
sonnel Support, a sub-heading category. Welfare and Morale
consisting of eight subprojects, received $624,000 of the per-
sonnel support money. Of this allotment the Chaplaiii Corps
was allowed $233,000 to carry on its program.
To gain an even more discerning perspective, the fur-
ther breakdown made in Table 3 shows the three year budget
htmtmmut relating 1962, 1963 «« 196* budget program.
Department of the Navy, Oneration and maintenance, Havy October
1, 1962.
Supra, p. 29.




figures for the suoprojects under the Welfare and Morale
category.
TABI^ 3
OPERATIC! AKD MAIHTEHAHCE, HATT
Budget Estimates (Chaplain Corps)
9
Major Activity: Gteneral Expenses, Navy Personnel
a a










Medals , trophies* Awards 50
Professional Entertainment 47 56 59
International Sports 7 32 60
Small Arms Marksmanship 31 70 70
Leadership Program 78 130 130
Steward instruction 12 12 12




Total $624 HH $955
9IPicU , 1 - 27.
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The justification of the above estimates is baaed on
past History, usage of equipment and supplies, and new pro-
grams. Within the bu(3get statement the justification reads
as follows?
The estimate will provide for the procurement
of consumable religious supplies and ecclesi-
astical equipment. In addition, it will pro-
vide for the support of a new extensive reli-
gious educational program to be initiated at
laval Establishments for Bavy and Jt&rine Corps
Personnel and dependants. The educational
program will provide seminars, workshops,
leadership training classes and study groups
to improve the effectiveness of the layman's
contribution to his church. Supplies for
this program will consist of such items as
religious films, Sunday School Prospectus,
youth and adult Religious Educational Liter-
ature. This program will place the Kavy in
line with other military services ana^. civil-
ian churches in educational pro-ams* J
Two pertinent observations are made. The first, and
the most obvious, is the unusual position that the Chaplain
Corps budget occupies in the organisation structure of the
Bureau of Saval Personnel. The second, and equally signifi-
cant, is the amount allotted to the chaplains as compared
to the total figure expended for Personnel Support. Without
question, in these areas, Havy tradition and history, as wa3
shown in the first chapter of this paper, seem to be a con-
tinuing influence in shaping up the course that is followed.
This may or may not affect the effectiveness of the chaplains'





Army, Air Force, Bavy
Chaplain Corps Budgets
The Rational Security Act of lS^?1 and its subse-
quent Amendment of 19^92 hate directed the branches of the
Armed Forces toward unification. One of the provisions of
Title IV of the Amendment established that budget estimates
of the three services shall be on a cost performance basis
in a readily comparable form and uniform pattern. The De-
partment of Defense Reorganisation Act of 1958^ was passed to
provide more control and greater uniformity within the Depart-
ment of Defense* To a certain degree this has been accom-
plished* However, the nature and missions of the services are
so varied in some areas, that full implementation of this
i
80tli Congress, 1st Session, Public Law 253# July 26,
19^7.
o
81st Congress, 1st Session, Public Law 216, August
10, 19JI9*
•a





legislation vlll take more time.
Today, almost five years after the passage of the De-
fense Reorganisation Act, the Chaplain Corps in each of the
services have made some progress toward uniformity, hut not
in the area of budgeting. Different management practices,
organisational structures, program peculiarities, specific
missions, and even traditions of the respective Chaplain
Corps bear upon the procedures that are followed in the ad-
ministration of their budgets.
An excellent Research Report of the 1959 class, Havy
Graduate Comptrollership Program, the George Washington Uni-
versity, entitled Budget formulation in the Army, flaw, and
Air force , clearly treats the differences that arise in the
preparation, submission, and Implementation of budgets in
the three services. These are applicable and very pertinent
to the execution of the budgets at the respective Chaplain
Corps levels.
The study discloses that the Army budget provides for
the development of a balanced five year program in terms of
forces, facilities, and material. These programs cover a
period of five fiscal years of which the third or middle year
is the budget year.
Lesearch Report of the 1959 Class Havy Graduate
comptrollershlp Program, The George Washington University,
"Budget Formulation in the Army. Havy, and Air Force — A
Comparison, n (Washington, D. C.)
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The Army Chaplain Corps participates in these
grams as an activity. It3 degree and nature of participation
depend upon its mission responsibilities and a corresponding
financial plan for the resources that will he needed.
5
Better to understand the budget process of the Army
Chaplain Corps, its organizational structure must he reviewed*
The recent reorganization that took place within the Depart-
ment of the Army placed tire Chaplain Corps under the Director
of Military Personnel who is directly responsible to the
Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. The Army Chief of Chap-
lains has a Deputy Chief and three Director Chaplains, one
eachs for Administration and management j Plans, Programs,
and Policies; and, Personnel and Ecclesiastical Relations.
Table % shows the organization.
^Interviews with Chaplain (Colonel) Gregory J. Lock,






Secretary of the Army
Chief of Staff
Deputy Chief of Staff - Personnel
Director, Military Personnel
Chief of Chaplains



















Budget formulation for the Army Chaplain Corps is the
responsibility of the Director of Administration and Manage-
ment. He coordinates all the necessary data and submits rec-
ommendations to the Program Advisory Board for reviev. The
Board is made up of the Deputy Chief of Chaplains and the
three directors. After the budget has been reviewed, it is
submitted with appropriate recommendations and changes to the
.
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Chief of Chaplains. After it receives his approval it is
seat to the Director of Military Personnel where it becomes
a part of the budget that is to be submitted to the Chief of
Staff and later compiled with the overall Army budget* The
responsibility of defending the Chaplain Corps portion of the
budget moves up to the level that approves it. Justification
information is supplied by the Chaplains 1 Office.
In accordance with five year program planning the
Chief of Chaplains Office publishes the objectives and rec-
ommends actions to meet these objectives. The most recent
plan includes;^
1. Manpower management
g. Career Management and training
3. Character guidance and other training literature
4. Professional Services
5* Public and professional information
6. Logistics
7* Combat developments and internal management.
Each year during the second fiscal quarter this plan
is revised to bring it up to date. The document provides a
basis for the formulation of the Chief of Chaplains budget
and supplies data for Program Budget guidance to field commands.
Five Year Program FX 1964 - 1968, Chief of Chaplains,
Department of the Army, April 11, 1963.
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Some of the object classifications in the Army Chap-
lain Corps budget apes
1. Chief of Chaplains Specialised Services vhich
provide for the replacement and repair of perma-
nent type religious equipment*
2. Procurement of Standard Supplies and Equipment
vhich include chapel appointments and other
ecclesiastical equipment that vas standardised
under the Department of Defense procedures,
3. Morale and Religious Films •
K* Character Guidance Program*
5. Service charges for handling procured and other
donated items*
6. Other Contractual Services.
Funds obtained for the aforementioned categories sup-
ply the chaplains in the field. Honever, the individual in-
stallations have the responsibility of budgeting for Opera-
tion and Maintenance requirements at their commands. Requests
for these funds are not included in the Chaplain Corps bud-
ge t. tils chaplain obtains these through his command and they
are charged to the field installation.
Aiy. Force,




objectives of the Air Force are basically an extension of ex-
isting programs and provide guidance for the preparation of
the detailed program documents. These objectives are de-
veloped and carried out through the use of a group of hoards
to determine required modifications on a continuing has: .
The study listed the hoards as follows?
1. Air Force Council
2. Force Estimates Board
3. Weapons Board
4. Military Construction Board
5» Budget Advisory Board
Changes and policies are referred to the appropriate
hoard for action. These, if approved* are incorporated into
each subsequent quarterly publication of program documents.
The program covers about four and one half years. It is on
the basis of these objectives that the Air Force Chaplain
Corps prepares and submits its budget.
The present organizational structure of the Air Force
Chaplain Corps has some significance vhen the budget is con-
sidered. The Air Force has recently been restructured ac-
cording to the Department of Defense directives. As of
April I, 1963, the Chief of Chaplains is directly responsi-
ble to the Chief of Staff which places the Chaplain Corps on
the .Special Staff level equal to that of the Surgeon General.
The Chief of Chaplains has a Deputy Chief and an Executive
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Offleer* His staff members are the beads of three offi<
designated as Air Force Headquarters, Chaplain Corps 8 A -
Personnel] B - Professional; and, C - Budget and Logist:






















Profe s sional Budget and Logistics
Obviously, the responsibility of formulating the budget
"interview with Chaplain
Air Force, May 14, 1963,
or) John ?. Denehy, u*. S.

rests with the Budget and Logistics Officer, The specific
function however, is perforated by a civilian budget special-
ist who receives a policy statement regarding the budget and
proceeds to compile the information which flov3 in from the
chaplains in the field. Each chaplain in charge of an instal-
lation submits a financial plan for two years in advance to-
gether irith budget requirements for the coining year. Then
this raw data is fitted into programs that will vary from one
and one half to four and one half years depending on the lead
time required for the planning. A quarterly revision of the
plans is made to effect necessary changes* When approval is
obtained and the budget goes to the Department level, it is
processed on computers as the Air Force makes extensive use
of electronic data processing*
As in the Army and Navy, the Air Force chaplains bud-
get for centrally procured and/or warehouse items, namely,
lesiastical equipment and supplies. The operation and
maintenance needs of the individual commands are submitted
to the installation concerned and requested through this
channel. The Chief of Chaplains Office through the appro-
priate desk helps to justify these requests when needed.
ffayy
The Imvj Chaplain Corps budget discussed in the previ-
ous chapter has many s 1mil arities and at the same time vari-
ances when compared with the aforementioned Army and Air Force
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Chaplain Corps budgets, To arrive at a fair evaluation of
all thrae budgets, many more things vould have to be con-
sidered, for instance , the sums of money allotted to the
.-ctive Chaplain Corps for their need3 varies as much 3 3
the programs, personnel strength,, organization structure,
history, and missions of each of the services. In the area
of organization, Table 6 will help to show how much different
is the Havy Chaplain Corps structure from that of the Army and/
or Air Force illustrated in Tables k and 3. The level in the
organization, the va7 the respective services developed, the
peculiarities of the methods and systems of implesienting pro-
grams, the place In the command, the location of bases are




Secretary of the Hfcvy
Chief of Uaval Operations
Chief of Uaval Personnel
Chief of Chaplains
Director Chaplains Division











All threa Chaplain Corps use the Defense Supply
Agency Stock Fund System, but all do not have the same re-
quirements for specific items that they use.
The timing for preparation and submission of the re-
spective budgets varies. This is not unusual because "exact
precision in timing the preparation of the budget does not
«9
and cannot exist. This is no reflection upon any of the
services but it does alter financial planning and can affect
the submission of estimates and subsequently the actual costs.





The first of these considers the budget year> the
second is related to a five year period, and the third from
seven to fifteen years* Thi3 cannot be compared on the same
basis with the Army program that has a tightly controlled
five year plan, or, with the Air Force that does not have a
formal program but develops and modifies its present plans on
a continuing basis. The value of any comparison made at this
time can be questioned because of the recent reorganization
action that took: place in the Army and Air Force. The true
"Jesse Burkhead, Governmental Budgeting , (ffew York:
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1956 )» P» 89-
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effects of this change on the budgets of these activities re-
main to be seen. In the meanwhile the formulation process is
complicated by the fact that responsibility for formulation
is not fixed at the same levels in the three services. In
the Army and recently in the Air Force , the responsibility
rests at the departmental level. In the Navy the responsibil-
10
ity is fixed at the Bureau level.
A very astute observation can be made in this area of
responsibility. In all three services, as was pointed out
earlier in this chapter, the justification of the chaplains'
budgets rests at the Staff level. However, due to the present
organizational structure, the Army and Navy depend on those
responsible at staff levels to defend their budgets, whereas
the Air Force now is in a position to justify its own. In
this day, when everyone is competing for the scarce federal
dollar, the Air Force has to face more formidable foes at
their newly designated level, whereas the Army and Havy has
someone with a status, comparable to that of the competitors,
speaking for them. Also, being further down the pyramid tends
to arouse less scrutiny and more consideration. This may not
be sound theory but it certainly is practical when one con-
siders the size of a Chaplain Corps and the personnel strength
of other activities and programs. This situation can be even





more noticeable when "budget cuts are being considered.
Flexibility and adaptability are prime requisites of
a good budget. If this means the ability to change programs
and budget to meet emergencies, then, all three services can
accomplish this, but a "locked-in" or "fixed" budget would
find it more difficult. On the other hand, if this means to
effect minor changes without disrupting the program, then, the
budget that does not provide for this contingency is lacking
in foresight.
All three Chaplain Corps use object classification in
their budgeting, but the Army and Air Force system is more of
the performance type budget than the Navy method. Both of
these are larger in scope and programming. In the Navy this
opportunity presents itself only in areas where this type of
budgeting is handled by other offices at the Bureau of Naval
Personnel level. The Temporary Additional Duty and Training
Programs of the Army and Air Force are more closely related
to their budgets.
Numerous other instances and areas of differences or
similarities can be drawn about the Chaplain Corps budgets
but to be realistic many more influences would have to be ex-
amined and studied. The area of intangibles plays a promi-
nent role in the budget process. The subsequent results, the
economic conditions, the attitude of top level management
create a climate. It is up to the individual Chaplain Corps




For which of you having a mind to build
a tower, doth not first sit down, and
reckon the charges that are necessary,
whether he have wherewithal to finish
it. 1
Even Sacred Scripture tells us that planning and re-
sources are necessary to achieve an objective, implement a
program, or, complete a project.
Planning
Budgeting — financial planning, helps the Navy Chap-
lain Corps determine: whether the "tower" can be built; if
begun, what progress is being made; and, how soon it will be
completed* With growing limitations on resources, budgeting
is becoming increasingly important, and, at the same time,
more complicated*
Rear Admiral M. A. Hirsch, USN, Budget Officer in
the Office of the Navy Comptroller, stated in an informal
talk that, "basically the budget is no better than your plan-
ning and your program is no better than your budgeting.
"
2
"^Luke, 14 : 28
2M. A. Hirsch, USN, "The Navy Budget," a talk given to
the Navy Graduate Financial Management Program Class, The




Admiral Hirsch also emphasized that "the budget Is the place
where the dollar tells you what is going on in the organiza-
tion." By taking a hard look at the budget., the Chaplain
Corps can readily determine how effective it is and what can
he done to maximize the resources, made available to their
activity.
In this new era of readily available facts and fig-
ures, enthusiasm and even judgment have to be backed up by
good information to sell any program. The gamesmanship of
the past, the resourceful and pleasing personality are being
supplemented with reliable data for justification.
Another very pertinent point, that Admiral Hirsch
commented on, is the present policy to keep Navy Operation
and Maintenance Funds at about the same level* Hov this will
affect the Chaplain Corps Budget, which falls under this cate-
gory, remains to be seen. Without a doubt the chaplains will
have to take a second look at their expanding religious pro-
grams for Kavy and Marine Corps personnel and their dependents.
Also, closely associated with this trend is the Defense De-
partment drive to pare the Budgets of programs that do not
contribute to readiness. Mr. H. B, Brock3mith, speaking to
the same class, also referred to the budget cuts that are
a
being made in administrative areas. In other words, the
^H. B. Brocksmith, Navy Accounting Office, "Trends in
Kavy Accounting, a talk given to the Navy Graduate Financial
Management Program Class, The George Washington University,
Washington, D. C, May 1, 1963.
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competition for the federal dollar ±a growing keener and in
order to justify it, the arguments must be more convincing.
4
The Secretary of Defense wants to knows
1. Under what plan an activity is operating?
2. Vhat are the actual accomplishments as compared
vith the plan?
3» Is there any deviation from the plan?
k* What can higher levels do so that the plan be
accomplished?
'Ms without question is the prevailing philosophy
ox the Defense Department — to implement the five year force
structure plan. The necessity of a plan is obvious. The bud-
get must be more than a budget if it is to measure up to the
results that are expected* It must includes work — plan —
price tag ; a planning budget for long range objectives, and,
a formal budget that asks for money. Quite often, the wor<
"plans" and "planning'' are used rather than "budgets" and"bud-
geting" because of their broader concepts, Mr. Archie R. Boe,
Vice President of Allstate Insurance, who is of this school of
thought, claims that budget implies a negative thing whl
planning in its broader concept is more positive and even
D. L. Jackson, Performance Analysis As Part of
Budget Administration, a talk given to the Navy Graduate
Financial Management Program Class, The George Washington
University, Washington, D. C, February 27, 1963
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includes a budge c as part of the plan or program.^
A real and flexible budget it desired. One of ::
greatest deterrants in this area is a fear that if all the
allotted funds arc; not expended, a out in next year^ bud-
get will follow. The responsibility seems to rest in three
areas i at the budget level; the review level; and Congres-
sional level. Assurances that realistic budgets vill be
honored with regards to increases as well as decreases can
produce a salutary effect.
The problem of cuts in the budge t, either, because
of the reason cited above or the initiation of an austerity
pro-am, usually affects the Chaplain Corps Budget when
weighing it with others, and, spare parts or hardware are
used as criteria against the intangibl I chapel service .
Judgment is then made as to how much la contributed to "read-
iness." The answer usually is, "you can't run a ship or a
station without spare parts or Jbardvar- ,
As was stated in the Introduction, the Chaplain Corps
Budget is "packaged" like that of any troop or weapons pro-
gram. However, it would not be fair to try to balance its
programs against any infantry training group or a missile
-'Archie 1. Boe, "Long Range Planning the Key to




project. Such varied criteria cannot be "cranked" into a
machine to obtain an evaluation. Chaplains also budget for
special projects. Their weapons system revolves about build-
ing that "tower n ^ to help promote and maintain morale through
an effective ministry.
Procuring
The implementation of a budget plan centers about the
procurement and use of available resources. Mention was made
of the Defense Supply Agency, which procures and distributes
the equipment and supplies for which the three Chaplain Co*
budget. Centralisation in this area has advantages and dis-
•mntages. It does save money through large quantity pur-
chase contracts let out on competitive bids. Dealing with
one agency facilitates procurement and distribution. The
Armed Forces Chaplains Board, acting as an Advisory Committee,
coordinates its functions and makes recommendations, regat1
ing supplies, to this central agency. Inventories can be
kept on a perpetual basis for greater availability at le
coat and more accurate accounting. However, the Agen
not always in a position to know of any change;: in th
quirements and may be stocking obsolete items. Unfamiliarity




poor substitutes for requested items, or misreading informa-
tion. An instance of 5000 hymnals being sent to one command
as a result of a clerical error, or, the purchase of $35 altar
missals when $0.08 Sunday missals vers requested, are the re-
sults of unfamiliarity. Some items are used only by one ser-
vice and a presumption that all three Chaplain Corps use them
can result in needless expenditures.
Controlling
An effective Chaplain Corps budget control program
can conserve and maximize the use of resources. A reporting
of physical progress and an accounting for obligations and
quantative data by segments of the program can accomplish
the desired results.
Structure
The Kavy Chaplain Corps budget is closely identified
with welfare and morale. This position in the organization
does not add to the specialized status of the clergyman in
uniform. Through this association and structure, his work,
at times may be confused with recreation, and this detracts
from an appreciation of the type of status and dignity that
should be accorded a chaplain to carry out a successful
chapel program. Morale and welfare activity is usually con-




coats — a housekeeping category.
Table 2 shows clearly that the chaplains budget Is on
a level vlth seven other subprojects that would not rate very
high, vhen measured against the present criteria of "readi-
ness,
M in competition for the "scarce" dollar. The profes-
sional competence and work of the chaplains is recognized.
His needs should also be given a comparable budget status.
The philosophy behind this is that the chaplain should be
supported in a professional manner like the Medical Corns and
other specialists.
Budgetation is defined as the art of executing a fi-
nancial plan based on imagination." Being conscious of this
type of planning can create proper attitudes toward the budget.
It can make people more conscious of the budget and more in-
terested in it. Thinking along these lines, Havy Chaplains
can contribute much to overcome deficits experienced in this
area of planning. If chaplains are to use words like "readi-
ness, " "effectiveness," "capability" without any explanation
they may not be analyzing needs and the reasons for these
needs to effect "readiness," "effectiveness," and "capability."
A. M. Kember, "Accounting and Disbursing Systems," a
talk given to the wavy Graduate Financial Management Program
Class, the George Washington University, Washington, D. C,
April 23, 1963.
^A group thesis by members of the Kavy Graduate Fi-
nancial Management Program, "Budgetation" (unpublished, The
George Washington University, 19&2), p. 1.
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With the short supply of resources the development of this
10
action at all levels and in all areas i3 necessary. It is
obvious that "budgeting is essentially an economic problem in-
volving the allocation of resources. All those responsible
for budgeting in the federal government must have a "philoso-
il
phy of public finance.
Conclusion
In the area of budgeting for chaplains 1 needs each
Corps of the threo services has something to offer and the
exchange of ideas can effect a better and more useful plan
for all concerned. A study of their budget manuals , in-
structions, and methods is most beneficial. Unlike the Army
and the Navy, vhich at times may be influenced by tradition
and history, the Air Force seems to be in a more favorable
position to practice modern techniques and systems. However,
perhaps a little slower, but equally noticeable is the pro-
gress made in this direction by the Chaplain Corps of the
senior services.
This study is in no way a criticism of any policies
Captain John K. Leydon, USE, talk to the Navy Gradu-
ate Financial Management Program Class, The George Washington
University, Washington, D, C, April 23, 1963.
I1
"Vincent J. Brovne, The Control of the Public Budget ,
(Washington, D. C; Public Affairs Press, 1949), P* 5»
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or practices. It is an observation that intends to reflect
the history and development of the Navy Chaplain Corps budget
along with its trend. These thoughts and reflections seek to
stimulate interest and find solutions that will untangle prob-
lems in the Chaplain Corps budget formulation and execution
process. The progress that the Navy Chaplain Corps has made
in budgeting is a tribute not only to the chaplains who im-
plemented it but to the hundreds that preceded them without
it, as was pointed out in the early chapters.
Budgeting is a continuous process. Reasonable and
workable recommendations to improve budgeting are always
sought. An improved budget can be of great help to any pro-
gram* The Navy Chaplain Corps benefits immensely through the
use of the budget as a tool that helps to promote the effec-
tiveness of its program. The budget is given much considera-
tion and thought. The future of the Chaplain Corps and its
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